DETECTIONS OF FAINT GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES AT THE GEODSS ETS
At the time of a summer solstice, the high declination of the sun causes specular reflections from synchronous satellites with surfaces oriented parallel to the earths axis to be reflected southward, hence such satellites must be detected from diffuse 2 solar reflections.
The ETS now has a greater detection capability by the use of an automatic moving-target-indicating (MTI) device, and TVintegration. This report summarizes observations of a series of synchronous satellites at the ETS which have occasionally not been detectable. Since reasonable attempts were made to eliminate telescope pointing as the reason for not detecting a satellite, the most likely reason was that it was too faint. The observations reported are part of a project now being carried out at the ETS to determine when and if, during the year, certain synchronous satellites are not detectable.
II. Current Detection Capability.
Three methods of confirming the presence of a satellite in a field of view (FOV) are currently used at the ETS:
1. Normal TV-Rate Display. After the computer-controlled telescope has been directed to a computed satellite trajectory, the operators may first try to spot the satellite moving with respect to stars displayed on a video monitor. Ill The Satellites Observed.
A historical record of the observations made on the satellites is presented on Table 1 . Figure 1 is a graphical record of the detections as a function of the day, sun declination, and lunar phase. A few brightness measurements have been reported in Table 1 , primarily for the faintest detections.
We notice that:
1. 83501, 83502, 83512 were fainter around the winter solstice, 1976, (day 6356), when specular reflections would be furthest north.
2. 83546, 83547, 83550, the IDCSP satellites, were not detected near the time of the winter solstice, and were very faint at other times.
IV. Conclusions.
Satellites were detected as faint as 17.9 m in these observations. It is probable that some of the satellites in Table 1 were fainter than 17.9 m when they were not detected. v If it is necessary to routinely detect satellites fainter than the 18th visual magnitude, it will be necessary to improve the E-0 detection process for GEODSS. This can be done by increasing telescope aperture, improving detector resoultion, increasing integration time, and improving MTI efficiency, possibly with considerable software treatment to the data. It will be difficult to accomplish this without increasing search time appreciably.
The observations reported are part of a project now being carried out at the ETS which is to detect the satellites listed in Table 1 If and when the satellites become too faint for TV rate detection;
2. How faint they become; and 3. If and when they are too faint to be detected by integration at the ETS.
Such information, when correlated with the sun-observersatellite angle and night-sky conditions, will help establish a necessary detection sensitivity threshold for the GEODSS program. 14-F 
